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Legal Disclaimer

Introduction

The primary purpose of this whitepaper is to provide potential token
holders with pertinent information for them to thoroughly analyze the
project and make an informed decision. Prior to your participation in
this platform, we strongly advocate a careful study of this whitepaper

The worldwide market is being dominated by blockchain technology
and cryptocurrencies, and the arrival of Web 3.0 indicates a potential
for continued expansion. 

We build a platform of growth
IOTA Robot Club Apes that is
offering an innovation unlike any
other by fusing outstanding
games, crypto currencies, NFT’s,
Metaverse and Blockchain.In
this whitepaper we will discuss
our APE Token that is active on
IOTA and NFTs collection on
IOTA and XRP. 



APE Token and NFTs Collection

Our token is deployed on IOTA as
IOTA enables data exchange using
the tangle Hub with Ethereum and
Ripple. Tangle Hub unveiled a Shell
API for PIPE, an open-source Layer-
2 transfer and decentralized
storage system. Through PIPE, data
use cases will be much more
scalable, affordable, and quick.

ABOUT APE TOKEN

The IOTA blockchain has significant restrictions that make it
impossible to scale for high bandwidth and other high-frequency
data storage use cases, despite the fact that it can store data. 
All of these constraints are removed by PIPE thanks to its key
characteristics, such as scalability, immutable data storage and
transmission, user-oriented design and performance, etc.
Furthermore, PIPE guarantees that anyone can use its data storage
solution. This was the reason that we have chosen IOTA for our
APE Token.

Objective: scale on more blockchains for greater interaction
Current limitation: only on XRP and IOTA
Goal: to have the largest possible interactions between the
community through our metaverse
Initiative: launching NFT collection and APE tokens

We want to scale on more blockchains to interact, so that we're not
limited to just XRP and IOTA.



We believe that decentralization
is the key to empowering
people all around the world to
better protect their rights, and
that we can help the world get
there by increasing the
adoption of APE Token. The
most essential attribute of
decentralization is that it
decreases business risk and
enhances transparency.

IOTA Robot Club Apes is the first multichain NFT collection that
grants you access to our metaverse and more in the near future.
Our NFTs collection is built on XRP ledger and IOTA Network.
We choose IOTA and XRP Ledger due to following reasons.

D E C E N T R A L I Z E D
S T R U C T U R E

NFTs Collection

H I G H  P E R F O R M A N C E

Our platform provides
number one service
because transactions are
fast and never obstructed
for more than a second,
even when traffic is
strong. It will generate a
large index profit.



Decentralized Exchanges enable
users to trade APE Tokens for
other assets without the need for
a centralized intermediary or
custodian. Traditional exchanges
(centralized exchanges) provide
similar services, but the
investments available are subject
to the will and costs of the
exchange. 

Another disadvantage of Centralized Exchange is the additional
cost of each transaction, which is addressed with decentralized
exchange. Main Advantages of decentralized Exchanges are
Users' finances and personal data are safe because the system
is trustless. The security and privacy of the user are carefully
protected through XRP Ledger.

D E C E N T R A L I Z E D
E X C H A N G E



Metaverse Access

The popularity of the Metaverse is unrivalled. IOTA Robot Club Apes will
have its own community Metaverse, in which you will be able to visit
directly from the exchange platform without having to pay any fees for
transferring your Ape Tokens. People will interact through our
metaverse with every community. Our platform gives access to our
community-built metaverse via different exchange platforms where
APE Tokens can be used to buy things. It is the great initiative to
combine reality and augmented reality in virtual reality.

Main Functions of our NFTs



Play in the Metaverse

Metaverse and NFTs are in sync with one another. Our NFTs collection
has access to metaverse that creates an open and fair economy that is
supported by IOTA and XPR; in our Metaverse users can play, and
participate through APE Token. You can monetize the experiences you
make within our platform by playing a game, which can be a great
investment for small developers. Through NFTs, Metaverse allows
users to access their digital avatars (replicas of their personal details).
To confirm ownership of each personal, each avatar is tokenized.



Play to earn games

People 'earn' the most valuable items by competing in the game, and
they may subsequently sell them for real money on their own terms.
Our IOTA Robot Club Apes NFTs give access to all blockchain games,
allowing users to immerse themselves in a gigantic world, experience
the thrill of strategic game play and of course earn Ape Token in return. 



Token Name: 

Symbol: 

Launchpad Price:

Total supply:

Tokenomics

Ape token

APE

1 APE = 0.01 MIOTA

100,000,000 APE

NFT holders and stakers (
IOTA robot club apes)-passive

income
4%

Treasury
20%

Team
20%

Exchange Listing
20%

Marketing building
15%

Launchpad
10%

CEX liquidity
6%

WomenDAO
5%

https://iota-apes.com/#
https://iota-apes.com/#
https://iota-apes.com/#
https://iota-apes.com/#
https://iota-apes.com/#


In this Whitepaper, we looked at APE Token and its NFTs
collection. It is an innovative platform for everyone which helps to
increase their value while also generating a new environment for
them. 

Conclusion

IOTA ROBOT CLUB APES


